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Blue Deer - Fact sheet

Perfectly designed in every detail the San Lorenzo Sea Lodge “Blue Deer” is a real manifestation of the finest Italian taste and passion
for sublime luxury. The interior and exterior design are an expression of the most sophisticated style envisioned by the Owners Giorgia
and Stefano Barbini to deliver life enriching experiences to their guests. The same refined atmosphere can be found in their “San Lorenzo
Mountain Lodge - White Deer” in the Dolomites. With these two exquisite properties the Giorgia and Stefano Barbini embrace the
combined beauty of the sea and the mountains in their own extraordinary way.

Blue Deer was launched by the Sunreef Yachts shipyard, recognized as the

stage of design of the Blue Deer. Stefano and Giorgia Barbini together

leader in custom-made catamaran manufacturing. Owned by the Barbini

with Sunreef`s in-house designers selected elegant fabrics and materials

Family, Blue Deer is dedicated to charter cruises in the Mediterranean

of the highest quality for upholstery and furniture to gain a perfection

and Caribbean. As the Owners were actively engaged in every single

tailored to their expectations.
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Perfection in Every Detail

The open saloon with a panoramic view and interior navigation station

The catamaran can accommodate up to 8+2 guests in four separate

equals over 35 sq. m. Additionally, there is a galley up arrangement in

spaces in the hulls including 2 deluxe cabins and 2 VIP cabins. Each of

which preparations of the most delicious specialties for guests will be

them designed to the smallest detail to bring comfort and pleasure. All

expertly executed by the chef. Food and other goods can be placed in the

decorative elements in the VIP cabins are 100% pure Italian linen, strongly

storage room, at the lower starboard hull equipped with heavier electronic

desired by the owners, like pillows and a bottom quilt. Their inspiration

appliances such as a prosciutto slicer, freezers and refrigerators.

were the colors from the Mediterranean and the Caribbean Sea as well
as the blue sky. The result: the perfect high quality fabric shades of blue,

The lounging area in the saloon comprises a comfortable U-shape sofa

aquamarine and white. A superior level of luxuriousness is also achieved

set made from natural – grey fabrics, foldable table and sliding tv straight

thanks to shimmering silver headboards. The cabins are equipped with

from the kitchen countertop.

comfortable king-size beds, wardrobes and retractable TV’s.
Thanks to spacious windows guests can wake up in the morning sun and
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go to sleep in the star light. The two deluxe guest
cabins comprise two single (convertible) beds and
a bunk bed to the wall that is ideal for children.
Their designs have a common thread with the
fabric of the VIP cabins incorporating shades of
blue and aquamarine and noble shades of grays
and silver colors for the headboards. Each room
has its own ensuite spacious bathroom in gray Lava
Rock. Both the cockpit and flybridge mattresses

With her spacious layout, this 74ft catamaran

The Blue Deer has already started its first

grey, white, blue and navy color for the cushions

was designed to fit the needs of people who

charter voyages in the Mediterranean on June

that perfectly fit with the San Lorenzo Blue Deer

appreciate the highest standards combined with

2015. It will explore the secluded inlets of the

logotype which is at the aft. The crew quarter is

the greatest hospitality. The sailing catamaran

Mediterranean in summer and the exotic bays

located in the portside hull and has a separate

can be seen as the ideal getaway from busy life.

of the Caribbean in winter and will undoubtedly

entrance from the cockpit that allows for more

The Blue Deer is an ultimate option for family

become an ambassador of genuine Italian

privacy when the guests rest inside the yacht.

and friends cruises where wellbeing, comfort

hospitality.

Cruising onboard the Blue Deer is living a story-like

and huge amounts of pleasure are essential.

adventure as well as unforgettable experiences.
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Specification

Length

22.5/ 74 ft

Maximum Beam

10.5/ 34.5 ft

Displacement

45T

Draft

2.2 m/ 7.2 ft

Air draft

35 m

Main sail

180 sqm

Genoa

150 sqm

Main Engines

2x240 HP Yanmar

Fuel capacity

2x3 000 l

Guests

8+2

Crew

2-3

Total living space

240 sqm

Naval Architecture

Sunreef Yachts

Interior Design

Sunreef Yachts together with the Owners who were
engaged in every single stage of design
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